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Abstract. This study used a finite element analysis approach employing Plaxis 3D to analyze the stress 
concentration ratio, a critical parameter in geotechnical engineering, to examine stresses operating on stone 
columns and soft soils. This study also looked at the effect of the stiffness ratio between the stone column and 
the neighboring soil. With the same length and three different diameters, 0.8 m, 1.0 m, and 1.2 m, or three 
area replacement ratios ranging from 7% to 16%, respectively, floating and end-bearing stone columns were 
used. The influence of soft soil undrained cohesion, cu ranging from 6 kPa to 40 kPa, was also considered in 
the current study. The stiffness ratio for columns to adjacent soil, end bearing or floating stone column, and 
area ratio all have a significant impression on the performance of the stone column in treating soft soil and 
stress transmission mechanisms in the enhanced soil body, according to parametric studies. The average 
stress concentration ratio in soil improved with an end-bearing stone column of φ= 35o and raised to 2.63 and 
4.71 at φ = 50o, ranging from 1.41 to 2.35 for area replacement ratios of 7% and 16%.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A cylindrical-shaped container with a rigid outer wall symmetrically positioned around the stone column is 
utilized to model a unit cell physically. No lateral deformation at the unit cell's boundaries and no shear forces 
beyond the unit cell's boundaries are assumed in this idealization. The stress is concentrated on the column 
because the surrounding soil deforms differently than the stiffer column material when a load is applied to a 
composite foundation. Stone columns in a cohesive soil matrix have a stress concentration ratio (n) of [1] 
                𝑛𝑛 = 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐

𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠
                                                                                                                                  (1) 

Where 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐 denotes the stress in the stone column and 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠 denotes the stress in the cohesive soil. The area 
replacement ratio is derived by dividing the column's area by the area of the soil's tributaries. The volume of 
soil replaced depends on the quantity of soil returned in settlement and the bearing capacity increase. The 
bulk of stone column applications has a 15–35 % average area replacement ratio (as). The definition of as is 
as follows:        
              𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒
= 𝐶𝐶 (𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐

𝑠𝑠 )                                                                                                                    (2) 
where  
as  = area replacement ratio 
Ac = cross-sectional area of the column 
Ae = tributary area of the column 
dc  = diameter of the column 
s   = center-to-center spacing between columns in a square or equilateral triangular pattern 
C  = constant (𝜋𝜋/4 or 0.785 for a square pattern or 𝜋𝜋∕(2 √3) or 0.907 for an equilateral triangular pattern) [1]. 

 
The stress concentration ratio, n, is studied in the laboratory using 72 model tests of soft clays with 

undrained shear strengths, cu, ranging from 6 to 12 kPa, when the length-to-diameter ratio of an end-bearing 
stone column was set to 8, the, n values, varied from 1.4 to 3.8. With (L/D = 6), n falls between (1.2 and 3.4) 
in the case of floating columns. Furthermore, the cu of cohesive soil increases to 9 and 12 kPa [2, 3]. ANSYS 
18 study showed that for as = 25%, the n rose from 1.0 at q/cu = 3 to 5.70 at 25.0 (q = applied load). n increases 
with stress (q/cu > 5). The maximum area ratio shows the most significant n [4]. Stone columns under 
embankment loading are analyzed using 2D FEA. The suggested 2D strip model matched the 3D baseline 
FEA results. The strip model outperforms the composite technique. The fill stress, qa, normalizes column depth, 
z. n value increases from 4 at the soil's surface to 14 at (zγ/qa = 4) and remains constant [5]. A rigid-foundation 
floating stone column is modeled in 3D DEM. Settlement enhances shallow column porosity. The column 
increases radial stress in the soft clay's upper section. The stress concentration ratio drops from 2.5 to 1.55 
after loading [6]. Stone column rigidity greatly affected consolidation speed in a laboratory study. Geotextile-
encased stone columns showed steady-stress concentration ratios of 4–11, compared to 4–6 for normal stone 
columns [7]. Elastic methods exaggerate settlement improvement and should be avoided in stiff soils.  
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Semi-empirical predictions are more accurate for higher modular ratios (e.g., Ec/Es = 40). Ec/Es ranged 
from 5 to 40, and n was 2 to 3.4 [8]. Stone columns consolidated soft ground from equal load to free strain. 
Parametric research measured foundation stiffness. As foundation stiffness increases, soil's steady stress 
concentration ratio, n, is always one under free strain conditions. At equal strain loading, n is less than one, 
rises to 4, and stabilizes [9]. Experiments revealed that stone columns had stronger bearing capacity than 
sand columns. Then, for the sand column, it was 1.5, and n for the sand +11 % lime was 2. The stiffnesses of 
both types of columns improved by 1.7 to 5.5 and 6.5 percent, respectively [10]. The unit cell or plane strain 
model can calculate n for a stone column to account for this. The plane strain model's n was 1.76 to 2.93, while 
the unit cell model was 2.48 to 3.14. Stone column failure mechanism studies contradict the unit cell paradigm 
[11]. According to Plaxis 2D numerical computations, rigid foundations have a stress concentration ratio of 2.5 
5.0, while flexible foundations have 1.8–3.0. Soft clay's elasticity modulus decreases the stress concentration 
ratio [12]. The unit cell's one-dimensional loading within the soft soils' over-consolidated stress range 
represents stress dispersion. Well-graded angular particles increase the stress concentration ratio. At 40 and 
52 kPa pressures, the stress concentration ratio, n, varied from 2-7 to 2-5 after 180 hours [13]. n decreases 
when the bearing capacity ratio to total stress increases. Four triangular stone columns have a higher n than 
four square columns. Six columns did the same. Model experiments showed that n at steady-state varies from 
2 for a single column to 4.6 for a six-column structure [14]. The simplified approach and numerical research 
agree when the steady-stress concentration ratio is 2–6. This method showed that applied loads increased the 
steady-stress concentration ratio [15]. According to parametric research, the stress concentration factor 
develops from 4.0 to 4.63 for spacing-to-diameter ratios of 2 and 5, respectively [16].  

This study investigated the stability of a single stone column using a soft clay layer over stiff soil and a rigid 
foundation. In terms of stress distribution, individual stone columns floating in the same soil conditions were 
also compared to nearby soil. After soil improvement, the stress concentrations on the columns and adjacent 
soil were measured. 

 
2.  3D MODELLING APPROACH  

The numerical modeling was performed using Plaxis 3D 2020. All soil layers were modeled using the 
elastic, completely plastic Mohr-Coulomb model. The soil layer parameter was determined using borehole data 
near the plate load test site; values are listed in Table 1. The model of the stone column is used in three 
different diameters (0.8, 1, and 1.2 m). The 10 m long stone column is utilized in two circumstances, a floating 
column and an end-bearing column, with (L/D) ranging from 8.33 to 12.5 for all numerical models. The 
thickness of the clay layer was considered to extend five meters after the end of the column in the floating 
condition, whereas it is equal to the length of the column in the column with end bearing column, as illustrated 
in Figure 1, so the (L/D) ranging from 8.33 to 12.5 for all numerical models. It was assumed that the clay soil 
was entirely saturated, and the influence of pore water pressure was ignored because the experiments were 
fast and undrained, and the relationship did not depend on time. A circular precast concrete footing with a 
diameter of 3 m that is elastic and impervious to water was simulated. Due to the high permeability of crushed 
stone, the stone column was modeled using the Mohr-Coulomb method. The stress concentrations on the 
columns and adjoining soil following soil improvement were determined using a single-end bearing stone 
column supported by a circular rigid foundation supported by a soft clay layer on a stiff layer. The stress 
distributions of individual stone columns floating in the same soil conditions as the surrounding soil were 
compared. The unimproved rigid foundation loads must be studied first to regulate the improvement in rigid 
foundation loads after stone column installation in soft soils. The stress distribution at the stone column tops 
is compared to the unimproved stress distribution to determine the stress concentration ratio.  
 

Table 1. Material properties employed in the analysis. 

Properties 
 Units 

Materials 
Stone column Soft Soil Raft Foundation 

Model Mohr-Coulomb Mohr-Coulomb Linear-Isotropic 
γunsat kN/m3 16.3 16.3 16.3 13.52 14.11 14.72 15.14 15.65 16.23 25.0 
γsat kN/m3    17.32 17.83 19.11 19.22 19.56 19.73 - 
E kN/m2 45000 50000 56000 1973 2415 3300 4025 5500 7100 60000 
ν - 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.15 
cu kN/m2 0 0 0 6 9 15 20 30 40 0 
φ degree 35 42 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ψ degree 0   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

 
Figure 1:  Geometry of the model. 

 
The elasticity modulus, the length of the stone column, and the area replacement ratio are all varied in this 

parametric study to determine the effect of each parameter. The stiffness of the stone column is constant at 
three different substitution area ratios and six different elasticity values for soft. The column's modulus of 
elasticity is changed twice to account for the same weak soil modulus of elasticity and the precise replacement 
area ratio values. Each set of stiff foundation analyses contained 18 columns. The maximum pressure on the 
foundation is indicated at a 10% decrease in diameter. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A total of 114 numerical models were completed using (Plaxis 3D 2020), six of which were for cohesive 
soils only, with undrained shear strengths ranging from 6 to 40 kPa, and 36 models for soil treated with stone 
columns, each of which had a friction angle, φ= 35o and three different diameters, 0.8 m, 1 m, and   1.2 m, 
respectively, or with area replacement ratios ranging from 7 to 16 %. The same 36 models are replicated twice, 
once for columns with φ = 420 and once for columns with φ = 50o, using the same method each time. The 
relationship between the stress concentration ratio and cohesion of soft clay, cu soils improved with stone 
columns with φ =350; a variable replacement area is depicted in Figure 2. (7, 11, and 16%). The stone column 
was employed in two distinct ways: floating and end-bearing columns. As illustrated in the graph, the n is 
significantly affected by changes in the soil's cu, as n decreases as cu increases for all soil types and in end-
bearing and floating scenarios. 

 As an illustration, the n values were (2.83, 2.41, 2.07, 1.88, 1.75, and 1.74 for the end-bearing stone column 
treated soil with 7% replacement area for (cu = 6, 9, 15, 20, 30, and 40 kPa), indicating that the effect of using 
this technique is active in the case of medium or stiff cohesive soils, in addition, a result of the increased 
hardness of the soil column's and the soil's composite substance, where the column bears the majority of the 
load. Additionally, it was noted that when the floating column is used, the previous values of n become (2.26, 
1.81, 1.57, 1.34, 1.18, and 1.14) for the same values of cu and the exact replacement area, which is due to the 
stone column's increased bearing capacity as a result of its stability on solid soil. This aligns with the 
determinations of many investigators, such as [16], who found that when (L/D = 10) was used for floating and 
end-bearing stone columns, the values of n were 3.31 and 4.92, respectively. Additionally, a substantial 
alteration in the n value was detected when the ratio of the area replaced was changed. The n value decreased 
as the as increased for both types of stone columns and all value of cu. Where n was 2.07 at as= 7% for soil 
with cu = 15 kPa treated with end-bearing column and declined to 1.38 at as= 16%. It can be noticed that the 
alteration between the values of n becomes negligible when the stress concentration ratio, cu, increases from 
20 to 40 kPa. 

Changing the friction angle of the stone column in the case of floating columns has no effect on the values 
of the stress concentration ratio, n, for all values of cu, even when the ratio of the replaced area is changed for 
all values of cu of soft clay, as illustrated in Figure 3. However, in the case of the end-bearing column, the 
value of n has increased by 36%. When equivalent values of cu are used, it is possible to see that the value of 
n at as has decreased to (3.41, 20.4, 2.21, 2.45, 28.9, 3.41). This is because adhesion is principally responsible 
for determining the carrying capacity of floating columns between the stone column and the neighboring soil, 
or in other words, the cu values. In comparison, the end bearing column's carrying capacity is specified by the 
base bearing, which is controlled by the column and the stiffeners of the layer upon which it is placed. This is 
supported by other researchers in experimental and statistical works [18, 1, and 3]. 
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Figure 2: n versus cu for the stone column, (φ = 350). 

 

 
Figure 3: Stress concentration ratio versus cu for the stone column with (φ= 420). 

 
The use of crushed stone φ= 500 improves the load concentration ratio in both types of columns and for all 

diameters of the stone column and all values of cu for the soft soil near the column, nevertheless for the kind 
of column. However, floating columns significantly impact the column's load share to twice that of the column 
of φ= 35o. Compared to the initial configuration, the stone column's load share has increased by 42%. As 
shown in Fig. 3, for the soft soils enhanced with the floating stone columns with (cu = 6, 9, 15, 20, 30, and 40 
kPa), the average values of n were (5.31, 4.49, 3.78, 3.33, 3.16, 3.03). For example, while altering cu from 6 
kPa to 40 kPa and utilizing the bearing columns of load at the ratio as the average of n is 3.85, it drops to 3.57 
when as = 11% and then drops even further to 2.75 when as = 16%. Figure 4 shows that the n values increased 
by only a tiny amount, which is about 16 %, when converting from the floating to end load columns. This is 
mainly due to the noticeable increase in the column's stiffness, resulting in lower baseload participation 
averages. 
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Figure 4: n versus cu for the stone column (φ = 500). 

 
Table 2 and Figure 5 shows that the average n attained its highest value of 4.71 when the end bearing 

column was used, and the friction angle of the material of the stone column φ= 50o for the soil improved with 
cu = 6 kPa. When soil with cohesion of 40o was treated with a single column of φ = 35o, the lowest average n 
was attained, and this value is comparable to that of the enhanced soil at cu = 30 kPa. With these cu values, 
using this soil improvement method is not practical and represents an uneconomical solution, as is evident if 
the column's angle of friction is medium; therefore, it is not suggested in this situation. This can be explained 
by the soil's (Es) and stone column's (Ec); the amount of stress concentration will be more significant if the 
stiffness of a stone column is higher than that of the surrounding soil, as stated by [19, 20] who they also found, 
that the n, typically ranges from 3 to 4. However, if the stiffness of the stone column increases, the values of n 
rise sharply, particularly here in the stone column of end bearing, and reach a peak, as seen above, in the end 
bearing stone column with φ= 50o for soil with cu = 40 kPa, where n = 2.36. This value justifies using this 
technology to improve the qualities of weak soils while staying within established parameters. As previously 
stated, the end-bearing columns have higher n values than the floating columns, aside from the most significant 
finding: this procedure is highly effective in fragile soils. At the same time, the results of the experiments 
showed that floating stone columns could be used to improve the ultimate bearing capacity of soft soil despite 
the modest area replacement ratio [21-24]. 

 
Table 2: Average Stress Concentration Ratio Values. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An elastic modulus ratio (Ec/Es), which indicates a stone column's elastic modulus, is shown in Figure 6 as 
a function of the stress concentration ratio, n. The stiffness ratio affects the stress concentration ratio, 
particularly in the end-bearing columns. As the cohesion changes from (cu = 6 kPa) to (cu = 40 kPa), the 
stiffness ratio changes from 6.34 to 22.81 when the soil is improved with columns at an angle of friction (φ = 
35o). At the same time, the (Ec/Es) ratio increases at columns of (φ = 42o) to reach   25.34   and then (Ec/Es 
=28.38) when columns of (φ= 50o) are utilized (2.1, 3, and 4.37) for the class bars and (2.3, 3.35, 4.71) for the 
end bearing are their maximum n for the stiffness ratio's initial highest values. In contrast, the stiffness ratio of 
a stone column to a soft clay column is 10 to 20 in most cases [25]. The stress concentration ratio, n is close 
to one in columns with (Ec/Es) values of around 6 in stone columns of the (φ = 35o), while n climbs for almost 
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40 1 1.41 1.45 1.87 2.18 2.63 
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the same proportion in the columns with (φ= 50o) to reach two and for the end bearing columns, it is between 
1.5 and 2.5 [25]. The current behavior is consistent with [3]. 

 

 
Figure 5: Stress concentration ratio, n versus cu for all area replacement ratio, as. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Stress concentration ratio, n versus (Ec/Es) for all area replacement ratio, as. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 The soil's undrained shear strength was altered from 6 to 40 kPa, and the stone column's diameter was 
changed as well, resulting in a variation in the replacement ratio for the improved area of 7 to 16 percent. This 
study's primary findings were as follows once it had finished its assignment: 

• It is achievable to have a stress concentration ratio of 1 to 4,71. 
• A lower area replacement ratio and soft clay soil raise the value of n. 
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• The value of n drops when utilizing floating stone columns, and their use is illogical and inefficient 
when the cu value reaches 40 kPa. 

• 4: An evolution in the stone column's friction angle has a noticeable effect on the value of n, reaching 
its highest value in columns with f = 50. 

• When cu is increased from 20 kPa to 40 kPa, the n values are close together. 
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